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fight dogs, hunt ducks, gamble, enter into subscriptions to fee drovers for a
bullock.... 'This on the Sunday?' At all times, chiefly on Sunday, Monday^
and sometimes Tuesday; Monday is the principal day; one or two thousand
men and boys will on these occasions leave their looms and join in the pur-
suit, pockets are frequently picked, persons are tossed and torn... ,116
Samuel Wilderspin, who started an infant school in Spitalfields
in 1820, gave an account (in 1835) of the neighbourhood at that
time:
Those who know that district know it to be as bad as perhaps any in
London. When I commenced there I was pelted by the people with various
kinds of filth and they used to call after me, 'there goes the Baby Professor*
... afterwards they turned round and treated me with the greatest kindness...
the parents improved both in manners and habits. At the time we commenced
there it was a regular plan to go to Smithfield and steal an ox, and drive it into
that neighbourhood, and make it mad by putting peas in its ears and so on,
and then when they had finished their sport they would lead it into some field,
and there leave it, but before we left that was entirely done away with.117
The prevalence of child labour from about the age of six was naturally
an obstacle to education, though the schools set up in Spitalfields in the
early nineteenth century had improved things. Mr Hickson, one of the
Hand-loom Commissioners, describes (in 1838) the market in Bethnal
Green Road, where children were hired as weekly servants by the
weavers, the boys for the loom or silk-winding, the girls as little maids
of all work.118 Very few of these children had been given any education
at all In the eighteenth century women and girls were hired by die week
in Spitalfields Market, - children too (as we know from the case of
Elizabeth Surman, hired about 1757 as a little domestic drudge),
though these were also obtained by the cheaper process of taking a
little parish apprentice.83 Bresson gave a very interesting account to Mr
Hickson of social conditions in Spitalfields. Asked as to the state of
education among the weavers, he answered:
We have never wanted for men of superior intellectual qualifications when it
was thought desirable to go up to ministers or to give evidence before a
committee of the House of Commons, but as a body I cannot say the Spital-
fields weavers are an educated class. Perhaps the majority are not able to read
and write, certainly this is the case with a very large portion of them.

